Communication with you is of special importance to us!
AGT ENGINEERING & OPERATIONS SERVICES is a pioneer group that improves and upgrades
its services by anticipating your own needs and requirements.

The newsletter you receive informs you of all current projects as well as of the latest developments
on topics that may interest you. We are beside you to implement targeted proposals and solutions
tailored to your environment.

The AGT ENGINEERING & OPERATIONS SERVICES group is a leading player in the choice of
those who want top total customer solutions.

We are delighted to present you with current issues or projects undertaken by the group..

Dear customers, partners and friends, AGT team wishes all of these holy days to be filled with
light and smiles, welcoming the new year, full of health, successes and achievements!

AGT BRINGS THE GREEK PRIDE

The CEO Clubs Greece Anniversary Forum titled "Leading from Ground Zero in Action", attended
by 250 executives, was successfully held on November 14, 2019 at Hilton Athens. Recognizing the
course of the AGT, Mr. Anastassopoulos Nikos, the group's CEO, was invited to share the story of
this course and how not only did the AGT overcome the crisis, but also developed based on the
values that govern it. A highlight of the talk was 'Bring me the Greeks', a story that deepens the
feeling of national pride and sets the group apart in the market in and out of the country. You can
see more here.

2019 FAREWELL WITH DEALS

2019 is about to bid farewell to us with new contract signatures for major projects and maintenance
contracts. The recognition that the AGT Group enjoys in the market for its consistency and
effectiveness has given us a significant backlog for 2020 from leading organizations. We also
successfully execute our major contracts abroad and at the same time we have been selected to
participate in major project competitions in Greece. Like all the years until now, thus in the New
Year, we will stand by our customers by supporting them daily to meet their small or large needs.

FESTIVE DAYS – SOLIDARITY DAYS

Festive days are an opportunity to step up our efforts and get the message across that we can all
help our needy people. AGT faithful to its values, with a high sense of social responsibility and
offer, will once again support the Streetwork action of the Emfasis foundation, supporting a
multitude of people living in street conditions, and will be happy to support the charity basketball
tournament that will organized by ASETH, whose proceeds will go to the all-day Thessaloniki
Special School for Children with Autism.

